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Abstract :  As we know that an expansion device is used in standard vapor compression refrigeration system between the 

condenser and the evaporator, due to this there are losses to be found in expansion process that is loss in kinetic energy and can 

also drastically affects the COP of system , here we have used an ejector which helps in recovery of  the available work and due 

to this there is increment found in the suction pressure of compressor which has aided in improvising the COP of the system . To 

compare and investigate the enhancement with normal system a model with refrigerant R22 was developed and temperature 

versus environment graph was measured using thermocouples at the system parameters, at specific points the properties of 

refrigerant undergoing a change of state was obtained from  ASHRAE and the temperature data was recorded at normal room 

temperature conditions , from this study we can have obtained the results that a normal VCRS cycle with respect to an Ejector 

system shows more losses .The results obtained in the calculation clearly shows the rise in COP between 10-15% .This analysis 

pinpoints the performance of compressor as well as its necessity in the conventional VCRS cycle .Parametric analysis of the 

VCRS with ejector indicated that COP is affected directly by the temperatures of evaporator and condenser. Additionally the rise 

in compressor temperature due to on – off cycle was found to be lower with respect to former system. 

 
Index Terms - Ejector, Vapor compression refrigeration system, COP, Household refrigerator, Hermetic reciprocating 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In this way to stay away from losses in kinetic vitality there's ejector accessible to offer the gain of kinetic vitality. Apart 

from that giving the ejector additionally demonstrates to expand the blower suction weight regarding evaporator weight, 

consequently the COP of the framework increments. As it can be seen the ejector system has been a new centre of attraction 

and also it has been a new study for future technologies which consumes less power as well as increase the cop of the system 

and due to this ejector system we have found that the work done by suction pressure on compressor also tends to reduce to a 

certain value. This are the main benefits of the ejector system, therefore this system is mostly used in automobiles, and to also 

conserve power, the ejector technologies are said to be a pumps without motor, in this study we have shown about the ejector 

system used for the experimentation as well as the cross section of the ejector nozzle, from this one can easily understand what 

are the major benefits of using the ejector based compressor technology and its vitality in research.[1] Observed a decrease 

within the refrigeration stack, that  is seen when  the ejector proceeding happens, it is a blend procedure for demonstration and 

was created to determined addition in COP to be twenty one than standard beneath customary space conditions with 

Refrigerant 134a.[2] Stated that among these frameworks, the ejector refrigeration framework may be a promising innovation 

that’s a spectacular thought. Many specialists have examined the execution of ejector refrigeration frameworks. Each 

experimental and theoretical examination is directed. [3] That it’s basic, ease, and doesn't have moving components, therefore 

exceptionally sturdy and fewer immoderate to figure once contrasted with the vapour pressure. Additionally, it is also 

motivated by pedestrian heat accessibility from many sources, together with waste heat, sun steam-powered vitality, and 

biomass vitality, creating it straightforward to convey in territories with no entrance to the matrix. [4] created the 

overwhelming majority of the investigations rely upon the 1-D shown at initio demonstrating and recreation of ejector 

refrigeration frameworks provides several ways for screening distinctive ejector geometries and examining execution beneath 

varied operating conditions simply and at lower prices contrasted with experimentation many models are projected and created 

for this reason. [5, 6] theorized that, United Nations agency hypothesized that the burden of the essential and auxiliary stream 

was equal at the spout leave what is a lot of that the blending of the 2 fluids heads toward the beginning of the unbendable zone 

territory. [7], told that the most extreme COP was given when the impression is to be nearer for Refrigerant1234ze(Z) and 

Refrigerant134a, however above that of Refrigerant1234yf. [8] explained the execution of Hydrofluoro Olefin refrigerants in 

ejector refrigeration frameworks are till now restricted within the writing. [11] The few investigations that considered 

hydrofluoric olefins depended on models that have been appeared to give critical mistakes. Subsequently, as these elective 

working liquids are produced,  [14] shows For ejector refrigeration systems, a continual report by looked into the execution of 

Hydrofluoro Olefin -1234ze(E) in AN ejector refrigeration structure driven by quality heat with a glow supply temperature of 

seventy °C and heat limit of ninety kilowatt to offer thirty kilowatt of cooling gave important deviations from check 

information.com about ejector. [21], experimented a less difficult and fewer requesting methodology exploitation non-guide 
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